
International conservation holidays

Karula National Park and Osmussaare Island

August 15-24th

In August 2013 young people from Estonia, Great Britain, Germany,  France, Belgium, Spain,

Japan, Korea and Russia came to Estonia to work in the nature. Work was done in two locations

– Karula National Park in Southeastern part of Estonia and Island Osmussaar close to the

Northern coast.

The purpose of international conservation holidays is to offer the opportunity for those who wish

to interact and help with nature conservation works. The goal is to bring together people with

same desire and to form a team of volunteers.

There are some very good aspects about international conservation holidays. Encounter and

exchange between the participants is really great. Everyone has something to share and often

without even knowing it. Something trivial to ourself, will intrigue and interest enormously

someone else. The story of everyday experience or a trip teaches about others and the world

around us.

The exchange of knowledge on species of mushrooms, plants, insects, national food and

customs - it’s a constant learning process when being together with international people. It is

also a good way to meet new people, improve your English, work manually, use a tool for the

first time in your life, be in unknown places... A lot of discovery is present during a working camp.



Karula ( Hyunghong, Helena, Natalia )

In Karula National Park we were maintaining wooded meadow. Wooded meadows  are the

oldest ecosystems in the forest evolved through interaction with nature and man. Wooded

meadow is a natural grassland where trees and shrubs grow sparsely. Wooded meadows are

very faomous for their species richness - a record of 76 plant species have been identified on

one square metre on Laelatu wooded meadow in Estonia. To preserve these areas we were

removing hay, so most of the work was raking and taking hay off the meadow. For that work, we

used rakes, scythes and pitchforks.

In Osmussaare island we were restoring an alvar. Alvars are rare grasslands that exist on

limestone, on a very thin layer of soil. These communities can be found in Estonia, Sweden, UK,

Russia and North America. During old times when alvars were grazed, they were typically open

landscapes. In order to restore necessary conditions for plants and insects, we were removing

juniper trees from the grassland.

A typical day at conservation holiday

Morning starts at 9am with breakfast. Very often and certainly, you will be preparing

porridge in the morning. Being myself foreign to breakfast, it took a few weeks to get used to it I

must admit ... But the porridge has the power to fill your stomach and leave with stomach like

cement to start the work about 10am. Each person finds the tool which he feels the most

comfortable to work with. Good humor is always present, we encourage, help each other and

even sing together. From time to time we make breaks, come together and eat candies for

example.



About one o´clock it´s lunch time. Lunch takes place at the accommodation or workplace

if the accommodation is far. Usually it is prepared by 2 to 3 people.

Working is generally finished around 5 pm andthen we head back to accommodation

place and start preparing dinner. After the day of work, the volunteers are free, most of the time

playing cards, laugh and discussions make their apparitions. And if you’re lucky, just after the

dinner, someone starts heating sauna.

 I advise all foreigners to go to a sauna if they have the opportunity. After a day of work,

the sauna is really the ideal place to interact with others, relax and above all feel even cleaner

after a simple shower (especially when you come back with still some mud on the cheeks and

grass in your hair). Feeling a bit of exhausted and returning with dirty clothes means we enjoyed

the day and we have the feeling of having lived it fully.

And the next day we look forward to it and take more porridge…

Héloise Sangan volunteered for Estonian Fund for Nature in 2013 from June until the end of

September. The project was funded by Youth in Action programme.

( Our team : Natalia, Hyunghong, Benedickt, Maki, Erica, Liza, Helena, Jaano, Héloise, Miina, José )


